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Barley straw situation 'still bonkers' says industry body.
www.practicalfishkeeping.co.uk/content.php?
The Ornamental Aquatic Trade Association’s quest to get barley
straw products pulled from the EU Biocides Regulation is flourishing again
after it received responses from the Drinking Water Inspectorate.
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The popular pond products are included in the EU law, which came
into force last year, although OATA won a reprieve for the items after officials said they would look into what information manufacturers had to supply to enable the products to remain on the shelves over the longer term.
But OATA wants the products removed altogether from the regulation, which will save the time and costs of demonstrating how the products, which sell for a matter of pounds, work.
"We continue to maintain that it makes no sense to have safety concerns
for barley straw products which go into our garden ponds when no-one
seems worried about the amount of barley straw tipped into our reservoirs
to control algae," said OATA Chief Executive Keith Davenport.
"It seems water companies don’t have to carry out any kind of risk
assessment on the barley straw that goes into reservoirs yet dry goods
manufacturers could end up doing expensive risk assessments for products
that sell for just a matter of pounds and which end up in garden ponds.
"I’ve raised this point with
the Drinking Water Inspectorate,
the Health and Safety Executive
— which has responsibility for enforcing the regulation – and water
companies to try to find out just
how much barley straw goes into
what ends up as our drinking water.
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this wonderful hobby.
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Upcoming Events
June 24, 2014:
This month’s meeting will be our Plant sale at
the parking lot where our meetings are held, at the
Royal Le Page building, 546 Christina St. at 7:30
p.m.

Barley straw situation 'still
bonkers' says industry body.
cont’d from front page

"But apparently no-one knows or seems to care as our latest correspondence from the Drinking Water Inspectorate shows. Yet we have this sledgehammer piece of legislation about products
that go into our garden ponds. It seems the powers-that-be have more safety concerns about garden
pond water than tapwater. I’ve said it before and I’ll say
it again — that’s still just plain bonkers."
In a letter to OATA, the DWI said: "I can confirm
we have had no correspondence with the HSE or any
other government body on the subject of the use of barley straw to control algae in the water supply infrastructure."If barley straw products are not removed from the
regulation then manufacturers will have to pay for complicated risk assessments to demonstrate how the products work chemically. The fear is that this work could
make them uneconomical to continue to produce.
Blue Water Pond Club
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What Is a Fairy Shrimp?
http://www.wisegeek.com/what-is-a-fairy-shrimp.htm#didyouknowout

Fairy shrimp are a family of approximately 300 species of small
freshwater crustaceans. Most fairy shrimp live in vernal pools, which
are temporary or seasonal pools that often form in grasslands. These tiny animals have short life
spans, usually surviving for only three or four months, depending on how long their watery habitats
last.
Most of these crustaceans are 0.5-1.5 inches (1.27-3.81 cm) long, but some species can grow as
long as 3 inches (7.6 cm). The females typically are larger than the males. Fairy shrimp are able to reproduce both sexually and parthogenically, so there usually are more females than males in fairy
shrimp populations.
Many species are translucent, and others are gray or blue. Some species might even be red or
orange in color, depending on their diet. Most fairy shrimp subsist on algae, ciliates, protozoa and
bacteria, as well as organic debris such as decaying plant or animal matter.
These upside-down swimmers have elongated bodies and 11 pairs of flattened swimming legs.
Their compound eyes grow from stalks, and they have two pairs of antennae. They move by waving
their front and back legs in a beating motion.
A male fairy shrimp uses a special set of clasping, pincer-like antennae to grasp the female and
draw her close to him. The actual mating process takes only a few moments, but the male and female
fairy shrimp usually remain attached to one another for several days. The male dies soon after mating.
The female fairy shrimp carries 10-150 viable eggs in a specialized brood sac on her abdomen.
The eggs eventually fall to the soil at the bottom of the pool. Eggs that are laid during the winter often dry out when the water in the pond evaporates. Their thick shells allow them to withstand dry
periods and hatch when the water reappears.
Other eggs have thin shells and hatch during the summer. The females are more likely to lay
these eggs if there are a limited number of male fairy shrimp in the vernal pool. These summer eggs
hatch more quickly than the winter eggs and can reach maturity in a little more than two weeks.
The juvenile fairy shrimp develop through a series of instars, or nymphal stages. They develop
new segments on their bodies each time they molt, and they reach adulthood when they attain 20
segments. After maturing into adults, they mate and continue the life cycle.
Editor’s Note: Many, many moons ago, Stephen and I would drain the big pond down and bring
our Koi inside for the winter. In the early spring we would go out and check on things in the big
pond and we noticed a ton of these tiny little creatures swimming around. I thought that it was baby
Koi that I had forgotten the year before but any fry that we had were brought into the house too. I
scooped up a few and was surprised to see that these little creatures swimming around were definitely not Koi fry but little Fairy Shrimp. That was my first introduction.
Hugs, Lorraine
Blue Water Pond Club
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Scoliosis or Broken Back in Koi
http://www.koivet.com/a_scoliosis.html

The three most common causes are:
1. Being carried in a net
2. Being flown overseas resulting in hyperinflation of the airbladder, which can either break the back, or
hyperinflate and deform the back LIKE scoliosis and
3. Lightning strike or electrocution
Less likely causes are organophosphate poisoning and Vitamin C deficiency.
Scoliosis --> Broken Back ---> Jerky Swimming = Electrocution
Consult content: "Usually shows up two weeks after the electrical discharge but in my mind, it was settled, the fish had been "hit" by stray voltage. From lightning or a surge through an adjacent appliance.
I've seen this in fish with scoliosis after a history of serious, bloodstream infections with Aeromonas / Pseudomonas - and I THEORIZE that these fish SOMETIMES get "microabscesses" in the spinal cord,
*or* an Aeromonas osteomyelitis - of the spine - and so I've seen (as a postulated result) a rash of broken
backs among an admittedly low percentage of fish (10%) I know to have bacterial infections.
1. ...or -VERY- possibly:
2. 2. Electrocution:
A lightning strike NEAR the pond can generate quite a jolt of electricity in the
ground, and this dissipates RAPIDLY as the discharge goes into "ground" via heat, etc. But if close
enough to the pond, and considering fish "jerk" in mere millivolts and milliamps - you can find these
lightning strike discharges (of "gigajoules" my friend) reaching the pond in "still high enough" voltages
to jerk the backs of some fish asunder - AND - folks are surprised to find, sometimes ONLY one or
more fish affected (not all) which is mystifying - but common. The reasoning is purely "adjacency" to
the discharge - the nearer fish with greater body power snapping their own spines more predictably
than a fish further away and with less mass to snap the spine."
Doc Johnson
Editor’s Comments: Thank goodness for Dr. Johnson as he really knows his stuff. For the last two weeks
I have been having problems with my Koi hanging around the bottom of the pond, lying on their sides.
They have also become very listless and because they aren’t eating, very thin. With them lying at the bottom of the pond, I suspected pH shock because when I go to remove them, they take off. There is also a
pinkish colour on their bodies. I don’t think I have had a problem with pH shock before, even when we
brought in the imports BUT, I have replaced my plastic scrubbies with bio-balls. I thought I had taken
every precaution by putting my plastic scrubbies on top of the bio-balls to make sure that the bacteria
from the scrubbies would colonize on the bio-balls. Obviously not enough because it is causing them to
get an infection and this infection is causing their peduncle (closest part to the tail) to turn up and die.

Hugs, Lorraine
Blue Water Pond Club
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Q&A: Keeping Water Gardens Mosquito-Free
http://www.finegardening.com/qa-keeping-water-gardens-mosquito-free
from Fine Gardening issue 127
by: John Bueglas

How do you keep a water garden from attracting mosquitoes? I’d
love to have one, but I don’t want the bugs. —Eva Carlow, Iowa City,

Iowa

John Bueglas, entomologist and operator of Dubé Botanical Gardens in
Antigonish, Nova Scotia, responds:
“West Nile Virus,” “spiral meningitis,” and “mosquitoes”—
combine these three terms and the result is an unwarranted fear of all
bodies of water as a potential breeding ground for illness. The best habitat for mosquito larvae is actually shallow, stagnant water, which is not
commonly found in backyard ponds. Mosquito larvae are air breathers with a breathing tube like a
snorkel that must break the surface of the water for them to take in air while they stay under water
to look for food. If the water’s surface is moving, it becomes virtually impossible for them to breathe
and they drown.
Products that control mosquito larvae are available to consumers. Items like mosquito pucks
contain Bacillusthuringiensis spp. israelensis, which is a bacterium that will kill mosquito larvae (but
has no effect on eggs or pupae). While they are effective, they must be replaced regularly. There are
easier, more natural ways to keep mosquitoes at bay, including using
plants that block bugs and fish that love to munch on insects and their
larvae. These alternatives do the job on a permanent and ongoing basis,
while also enhancing the beauty and enjoyment of your pond.
3. NATURAL MOSQUITO SOLUTIONS: Moving water prevents female
mosquitoes from laying eggs. Hungry fish gobble up mosquitoes Plants
reduce the surface area on which mosquitoes might reproduce.
Photo Illustration by Virginia Small

Photo Illustration by Steve Aitken

Moving water: A waterfall, a fountain, or an air bubbler keeps the surface water constantly moving, which will keep female mosquitoes from laying their eggs. Or you can
install a small pump in container ponds, such as half barrels, to create a fountain or to swirl the water
gently, which will also discourage egg laying. The main point: Moving water equals no mosquitoes.
Hungry fish: Fish are good at keeping out mosquitoes by eating them, but large fish, like koi, are often too big to feed on small larvae; guppies or killifish are more appropriate for this purpose. The trick is not to feed them—or, at least, feed
them very little—because an outdoor pond has enough insects, algae,
and other organisms to feed your fish naturally.
Floating plants: Plants can be useful in reducing the surface area of
ponds. Waterlilies (Nymphaea cvs., USDA Hardiness Zones 3–11) are the
best choice for this, but many floating plants will also block out mosquitoes. Be sure to check invasive reports (www.invasivespeciesinfo.gov/
aquatics/main.shtml) before purchasing water plants as many varieties
are invasive.
Blue Water Pond Club
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Popularity of water gardening poses invasive species threat
news.psu.edu/story/273820/2013/04/18/impact/popularity-water-gardening-poses-invasive-species-threat
April 18, 2013

UNIVERSITY PARK, Pa. -- When you look at lovely water gardens in backyards and at businesses -and feel soothed by the serenity they convey -- you would not guess that they represent troubled waters for ecosystems in the mid-Atlantic region.
But they can, and the threat water gardens present is becoming increasingly serious simply because they are so popular, according to an expert in Penn State's College of Agricultural Sciences.
The explosion in popularity of water gardening has contributed to the proliferation of aquatic invasive species, according to Diane Oleson, a Penn State Extension educator based in York County, who
created an educational program that shows water gardeners how to avoid giving aquatic invaders a
free ride.
Water gardening is one of the fastest growing branches of the aquarium trade, she noted. A
2010 survey by the American Society of Landscape Architects reported nearly 88 percent of clients
were interested in fountains or ornamental water features.
“Because water gardening is so popular and Pennsylvania’s watersheds are so extensive, water gardeners must be careful not to inadvertently introduce aquatic invasive plants and animals into our
rivers and streams," Oleson said. "The risk can be minimized through proper selection, handling and
disposal of plant and animal materials.”
Invasive aquatic species with common names such as water chestnut, yellow flag Iris, hydrilla,
water lettuce, yellow floating heart, zebra mussels, and Japanese and Chinese mystery snails -- just to
name a few -- can cause major problems if they escape from a water garden and become established
in a nearby lake or stream.
Invasive plants tend to displace native plants over time and create an unhealthy ecosystem because a lot of them form huge, dense, one-species stands in which other plants can't grow. "Animals
don't eat them because the species that would control them are back in Asia or Europe or wherever
they came from," Oleson explained.
"The way that these things spread around is
flooding -- if you have a lot of rain they can escape
from a water garden and get into a storm sewer or
stream and eventually into rivers and lakes. So, there
is a tremendous potential for invasives to be washed
out of essentially an open bowl in your yard and into
the wild.
Blue Water Pond Club
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Popularity of water gardening poses invasive species threat
cont’d from page 6

"These plants do have hardiness zones -- places where they are supposed to grow and survive - but it turns out that invasive plants just don't read the books."
Oleson and her team created a PowerPoint presentation with a script, related handouts on invasive
species and water gardens, and a short video demonstrating techniques for cleaning and inspecting
water-gardening materials. The presentation is tailored to the mid-Atlantic region and is available to
natural-resource educators.
She hopes the materials Penn State Extension provides for use in public outreach efforts will
empower educated audiences to make wiser choices about plant and animal materials to be used in
water gardens.
"I have created a train-the-trainer presentation so that someone could absorb the presentation,
and with some background information and support materials on hand, they could present it to interested groups, such as conservation districts, garden clubs or lake or watershed associations," she said.
"This is a tool that can be used by anyone," Oleson added. "It really was designed to be used by people who have an interest in invasive species and water gardening and want to educate others. We
highlight the appropriate controls and disposal techniques to avoid unintended introductions."

The Bristol Shubunkin: A National Treasure
http://www.practicalfishkeeping.co.uk/content.php?sid=5689
Copyright © Practical Fishkeeping
Jeremy Gay highlights a goldfish which can truly be called England’s glory — our very own Bristol shubunkin.
Get into goldfish and sooner or later someone will tell
you that the best Ryukin come from China, or the best Ranchu are from Japan. However, if you
want world-class goldfish look no further than the UK.
For here in England we have our own breeds,
strains and standards, like fantails, veiltails — and the
beautiful Bristol shubunkin.
Put simply, a Shubunkin as we know it is a singletail Calico goldfish and examples are sold up and down
the country as popular pond fish. Speak to an English
goldfish aficionado, however, and those aren’t
Shubunkins, merely Calico comets.
Blue Water Pond Club
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The Bristol Shubunkin: A National Treasure
cont’d from page 7

The British goldfish societies recognise two types of Shubunkin: the London, which is a short
tailed, stocky fish, and the Bristol, which has flowing fins and a very characteristic rounded, tail.
Origins: Like all goldfish the Shubunkin has its origins in the Far East, namely Japan. It started life as a
Calico, also known as nacreous, goldfish.
The Americans are thought to have given it
the long Comet-type tail and then we Brits,
namely members of the Bristol Aquarist Society,
bred them and produced their own breed standard.
More than 100 years later we have created
the world’s finest Shubunkins and highly priced
exports are sent all over the world.
Anecdotal evidence also suggests that in
China, for example, high water temperatures prevent breeders there being able to produce fish with
that special rounded tail — so numbers of Bristol shubunkin remain low worldwide compared to
other fancy breeds.
Buy a Bristol shubunkin from a British breeder and you will be tapping into those proud and
original Bristol bloodlines.
Pond size: Single-tail goldfish can grow to more than 30cm/12” in length, putting them beyond the
scope of most aquaria and necessitating an outside pond as a long-term home. Bristols don’t tend to
grow quite that large, although they are active and will be best in the largest home you can give
them.
Breed Standards: If you want to show your fish in the UK it must adhere to certain breed standards.
Any show potential Bristol shubunkin needs:


A depth of body between 3/7ths (43%) and 3/8ths (38%) that of its body length.



Pectoral and pelvic fins to be paired, dorsal and anal fins single.



Caudal fin to be single and well spread with rounded contours.



Body to be smooth, not angular.



At least 25% of the body to be a blue colour.



Minimum body length to be 7.5cm/3”.

Blue Water Pond Club
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The Bristol Shubunkin: A National Treasure
cont’d from page 8

These specifications are from Bristol Aquarist's Society, which stresses that only Calico fish must
be shown.
Such fish should be bright and alert with the caudal fin carried high without drooping or overlapping.
The body should be long and slender with a smooth outline. Quality fish will have a high colour intensity with the pigment extending into the fins. A show fish will have a blue background with
patches of violet, red, orange, yellow and brown, spotted with black.

Over the years I have always believed that when we put our ponds and
filters away for the winter, the filters which house bio-media for the good bacteria to grow on, go dormant and when we start up our filters in the spring, the
good bacteria comes back to life to start removing those toxins from the water.
That is of course as long as you don’t hose down your bio-media in the fall.
Needless to say, for those who know me, know that I have not been educated in the ways of pond biology, I am only going by my years of experience and the things I have
seen. Experts have told me that I am wrong but I’m sticking to my guns. So, it finally happened!
The proof that I needed has come to pass.
This year I got rid of my plastic scrubbies (because they were breaking down) and purchased
some bio-balls. I started my filters going on the second of April and this is the 17th of May. I’ve noticed that in past years, my ponds have stayed relatively clear upon starting the filters up in the spring
but this year, using the bio-balls, I found that the quality of my water was quite cloudy in the first
few weeks and the hair algae is now about 1 inch thick along the sides of the pond. Thank goodness
for the hair algae as it is helping to filter my water.
The water is getting clearer every day and I know that it won’t be long before my ponds look
nice and clear and my fish happy & healthy.
Blue Water Pond Club
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Annual Pond Tour
July 12, 2014
We have a limited number of tickets available at $10.00 per person.
For tickets contact:
Ed or Rose Rowswell at :
rrowswell@rogers.com

or

519-455-8632

or Kathy Biggs at: k_rbiggs@xplornet.ca
+My Koi are setting on the bottom lethargically
http://www.koicrisis.com/symptoms/behavior.html#.U40MEcJOW1s

Normally, this would be a symptom of a mild parasitism or
more likely, poor water quality. Make sure you examine the pond
with our Pond-Crisis_programme to see if there’s anything amiss in
your pond
Koi setting on the bottom normally occurs when nitrogen is
accumulating in the system, in the form of Ammonia, Nitrite or
Nitrate. Test your pond water now!
If pond water changes are too infrequent (less than twice
per month) the pond water may be foamy and yellowish, which
all by itself, sends your koi to the bottom in misery. Water tests recommended first.
If your koi are without any other symptom, a major pond water change should perk them up.
If not and if your pond water quality is impeccable, Koi on the bottom are suffering with parasites.

My Koi are layaing over


Laying over is nothing but severe fish stress. There are hardly any exception. Normally when
you Koi fish are laying over, something is terribly wrong in terms of your Koi pond water quality or parasites are working them over too.

I’ve seen most of the laying over in icey winter water but the most memorable case of “laying
over” I ever saw was with Trichodina. If the fish weren’t flashing and scratching they were laying on
their sides.

Blue Water Pond Club
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+My Koi are setting on the bottom lethargically
cont’d from page 10

When you’d disturb the fish, they would pretend everything was okay and swim around for a
time.
If I had fish laying over, I’d make sure my pond water got into the low seventies as fast and
as safetly as possible and then I’d use a combination of Terminate and Aqua Prazi to put most of
the ciliates and the Flukes out of their misery. If I could, I’d use a scope instead and determine
what the fish actually HAD before shotgunning.
Koi in winter ice pond water sometimes need to be warmed up for various treatments or to
rescue them from genuine cold water illnesses such as Laying Over. To avoid shock, the fish should
be put in a very large vat of this icy pond water in your garage. I repeat, you're going to use the
icy pond water from your pond, that the fish is used to. This vat should be at least 75 gallons in
size or the temperature will equalize too rapidly and kill the fish. They cannot climb up more than
10 degrees F per 18 hours without serious stress or death. Let the vat slowly warm to garage temperature using the ambient room air.
USE NO HEATER. Do nothing to accelerate the warming process. It's meant to be slow! As
the fish warm up, they will become more active. Make sure the vat is covered. Once they have
been in the mid sixties for 24 hours, you can raise the temperature with a commercial aquarium
heater or a paint-bucket warmer, by five degrees per day til in the low seventies.
+ My Koi are hanging at the surface
Koi which hang at the surface of your pond water are usually showing a stress response, often to a too-low pH. You can easily test your pond pH with a commerically available test kit. Be
sure to choose a Wide Range test kit because readings above or below a narrow range will be
meaningless. If your koi are hanging at the surface of your koi pond, you should consider some decline in your pond water quality, a decline in dissolved oxygen, a decline in pH, or a harmful parasitism which is reducing oxygen transfer at the gill - causing your koi to hang near the betteroxygenated surface.
If I had koi hanging at the surface, I would recommend a major water change with dechlorinator to both refresh and cool the pond down. Cooler water carries more oxygen. The water
change can decrease a bacterial or parasitic burden. Then I would consider salt and Aqua Prazi as a
reasonable shotgun therapy if parasites were suspected. Better still, use a microscope and know
what is wrong with your koi fish.

Cont’d Next Month
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